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Abstract: At present we have seen the rapid growth of science and technology and people live with reliable 

comfort enjoying many modern inventions. Starting from cultivation to office works, from village to town or 

cities everywhere we clearly visualize the usage of inventions. Although life has become much advance at 

present still happiness is not felt well due to growth of stress in day to day life at work and office. There are 

many causes for unpleasantness experienced in mind in workplace either due to more workload or conflict. 

Stress is something different state than normal state where mind seems to be very heavy and clumsy and due to 

pressure of such this again leaves mark on physical body. Stress reduces the process of working ability and 

brings dilemma in decision making. In day to day life people face many obstacles and pressure regarding family 

matters or office works that bring anxiety in mind, clumsiness, dilemma, sorrow or agony sadness etc. These 

leave mark of stress. Apart from these anger and intolerance also bring stress. Although obstacles are not 

permanent still many break out thinking about these. Whole day working at firm or home also gives stress which 

is temporary but getting same type of stress daily gives experience of long term stress. That is why having time 

to time relaxation in life is necessary to make mind free from stress. Spirituality and spiritual events help a lot in 

handling stress smoothly and managing social life. This study focuses on role of village Sarsara where spiritual 

movement helps in management of stress-free society with unity and integrity. After having this study this is 

confirm that spirituality has deep impact and major role in management of stress-free society that increases 

ability of favourable working. Hope this study will be beneficial.  
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I. Introduction 

Beloved supreme father BapDada says, “Sweet children, do not hide anything from the eternal Surgeon. If you 

are disobedient about anything ask for forgiveness. Otherwise the burden will continue to increase and you will 

become one who defames the name.” (Murli 27-12-2013, English) Here God indicates not to hide any work 

from him and offering every good doings in his name for service of humanity. God himself is the eternal 

Surgeon who observes every individual’s inner self and cures the illness inside while soul surrenders on him. 

Hiding anything from him means mind becomes corrupt with impurities and vices which take an individual in to 

the gateway of hell due to unrighteous actions performed. Being disobedient seems not to obey the moral 

principles taught by father for performing actions and doing service for mankind or not obeying scriptural 

guidelines which contain father’s teachings about ethics and morality. Practice of unethical commands of mind 

in action without judging or without proper decision making leads to mistakes and sin. Knowingly an individual 

should not commit any mistake and unknowingly if any mistake happens then he should ask for forgiveness. If 

attitudes and actions are not checked properly and not asked for forgiveness before eternal Surgeon then there is 

definite chance of increasing burdens of mistakes and wrong doings that increase vices in mind and impurities 

which lead to stress. Such condition defames the status of soul and that is why this is very much important to 

check up own lifestyle and inner self to prevent the defamation of name and work. Service to mankind is 

definitely nice art. A pure state of mind is nourished by spirituality and purity. There are many obstacles 

observed in life as burdens in self progress when the company is not right. A good company takes us across 

development and success where as a bad company drowns us. This is very true. While we live in family or in 

society or work at office or firm we face many people of many qualities around us and try to cope with them. 

That is why we have to be very cautious in performing actions among them to have self progress and righteous 

decree. In such case there is chance of falling down with bad company to proceed for a failure. But our ambition 

is to achieve higher state of success, happiness and stress free life. The meaning of Sarsara conveys us to remain 

with practice of spirituality within self with connection of mind to super light. The meaning of this word again 

reveals to make life happier, tension free and beautiful from inside with both spiritual and human values. This 

study sticks to the performance of this village on various spiritual and cultural events and this gives guidance to 

people of the region with values plus brings opportunity for timely remaining stress free with relaxed mood after 

heavy workloads.  
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Aristotle explains about philosophy of life to realize in relax state very deeply to nourish both inner and outer 

abilities in day to day life. Remaining in cheerful state even at dangerous situations of life is of course 

marvellous art and everybody should learn this art having sufficient self knowledge. Ackrill (1981) deeply 

realizes the truth of Aristotle’s statements for living remaining free from stress.  Sri Aurobinda explains about 

the necessity of spirituality in human life that guides inner self properly and manages all mental affaires before 

decision making. Mental broadness is achieved due to spiritual values. Charles L. Whitfield (1985) states that 

spirituality is the key for stress management and serenity and all should follow this path in daily activities. 

Deepak Chopra (2005), states that life is full of secrets and love. Everybody should open the secret book of life 

to find love for secret healing, compassion and honesty. We should know deep inside and feel the essence of life 

not tension and clumsy situations. Eckhart Tolle, (2008) defines spirituality as the path to discover the freedom 

and joy of life in new earth with powerful ideas, consciousness and wisdom that is essential to personal 

happiness, key to ending conflicts and suffering. Attachment to the ego creates dysfunction that provokes anger, 

jealousy and unhappiness with high stress. Leaving attachment and awakening self enlightens life and brings 

happiness. Richard Rohr (2011) states that many of us think of second half of life largely about getting old, 

dealing health issues and many incidences that increase stress in life but spirituality is remedy for this and this is 

only the path which uplifts falling life upward and brings richness of values and ethics within. Spiritual richness 

solves many problems in life automatically. Sister Brahma Kumari Shivani states that unnecessary memories 

within us give pain and we have to forget them as they are unnecessary memories and our mind should be able 

to obey our own instructions. Cleaning mind by practice of meditation to beat up stress is necessary as stress 

gives rise to many diseases and illness. James S. Rocco (2016) states that stress is a major problem these days 

and fighting stress adopting spiritual strategy is essential for happier life and spirituality is the powerful 

technique or path to eliminate stress. The Psychology Today defines stress as a reaction to stimulus that disturbs 

our physical or mental equilibrium. Stress is nothing but a body’s method of reacting to a challenge or change 

due to various environmental affects. In common sense we can understand stress as pressure or tension exerted 

on material object. This is the state of mental or emotional strain.  

II. Objectives 

To know and understand the causes and features of stress in human life and society we need to proceed here. To 

improve humanity, human values and spiritual attitudes for self progress for checking stress this study is in plan 

action. To manage stress in everyday life with balance of workforce and personal affairs in workplace this study 

merges within boundary of investigation. To know and understand role of spirituality in village as well as 

organizational environment in management of social life and handling stress this study helps us. To know 

impact of various spiritual and cultural events in management of stress-free society we look forward for such 

study.  

III. Literature about Sarsara 

There are several meanings of Sarsara in many languages. However commonly we know that this word is 

originated from Sanskrit and it has deep relationship with spiritual affaires. Knowing self is definite art of 

having inner beauty that makes life cheerful. We can say life is in cheerful mode when we do not have stress. 

Sarsara is such a village which is covered with boundaries of mountains and lands and has very nice scenic 

beauty that fills mind with creativity and happiness. Even watching natural beauties at a glance in various 

locations of Sarsara mind gets freshness and stress goes out for the time. Mainly daily livelihood depends on 

firming and for half of the year people remain busy in firming of crops like paddy and wheat. People of Sarsara 

exchange goods in weekly market of village and preserve and sale wild products. They depend on nearby town 

Bonai which is sub-divisional headquarter for rest of marketing necessities. Along with this people of Sarsara 

take leadership of the region for organizing weekly socio-cultural programmes for preserving cultural heritage 

of art, music and traditional tribal dances. This village becomes role model for the region as daily spiritual get-

togethers are done in temples of village for spiritual communication. Well organized village administration takes 

step for resolution of conflicts among various communities and brings them closer in all events. Well managed 

organization named Pashchima Bonai Pancha Sakha Kala Parishada established at Sarsara plays major role for 

weekly, monthly and annual mega celebrations where many people of various villages participate. These 

programmes are again organized in different villages on rotation basis. Sarsara due to multicultural heritage and 

tradition attracts attention of researcher for management study. We cannot say that Sarsara is completely free 

from stress but management of social affairs make life cheerful reducing stress time to time. Many events 

performed by people and organized by organization leave the mark of stress reduction among regional people. 

Sarsara and socio cultural events are associated from age old traditions. Many traditional tribal dances like 

Kisan Nrutya, Muda Nrutya, Oram Nruty and festivals fill mind of researcher as well as minds of people and 

give unlimited happiness. Sarsara takes nice steps for encouraging people and becomes successful in reducing 

stress giving cheerful moments to many. Realizing spiritual essence of Sarsara researcher of this study sings, 

“To relieve our pain you are ever alert, ever you love us again you never hurt. Oh Sarsara Mother! Path you do 

show, knowing we are souls, to God we grow.” (Mahakul, Pintu. ‘Oh Sarsara! The Blessing Mother,’ 2015) 

Reducing stress we reduce burdens and unnecessary dilemmas and this art we learn from each of beloved 
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mothers of village. Working hard for day in firm and family still every mother takes care of home duty till the 

night knocks for rest and morning knocks for work. Sarsara belongs to Bonai sub- division of Sundargarh 

district in Odisha state of India. Sub-divisional heard quarter Bonai, is situated in coordinates with latitude 

21.750 N and longitude 84.970 E.  

Sarsara and spiritual events 

Spiritual meetings (Satsanga): Spiritual meetings are organized for transferring scriptural knowledge in 

temples or at homes of different people in Sarsara. These activities bring opportunity for both literate and 

illiterate people to hear and learn about spiritual knowledge. This sharpens mind and manages stress easily. 

Mass celebration of spiritual festivals: Various spiritual festivals like Janmastami, Dola Purnima, Dussehera, 

Holi etc. bring people of different categories closer and they celebrate these with happy minds.   

Devotional dances: Apart from festivals in various occasional performances like Samkirtana, Samprada, 

Paalaa, Trinath Mela, Krushna Guru and various others are performed with great interest that relax minds of 

many and bring holiness.  

Occasional oblations (Jagyan): People of Sarsara organize various oblations as per interest of people of region 

and worship deities as per beliefs. These not only bring holiness among them but also fill their minds with deep 

spiritual feelings and they forget pressure or stress.  

 

IV. Importance of Sarsara in study 

At present stress is growing faster in each sector of society due to many causes like huge competition of marital 

gratification, heavy workload, tiredness due to whole day hard work and inter family burdens and lack of 

cooperation and love among family members or employees in workplace. Apart from these negative tendencies 

like intolerance among communities, social and organizational conflicts, supremacy of authorities etc. have 

increased stress and downfall of humanity hurts many of us. Stress has many forms and many wings and this 

may come in mind at any time. Many employees get stress due to dissatisfaction and less income. At present 

handling of life becomes important and meaning of Sarsara shows us direction to have direct practice of 

spirituality and performing actions or duties in memory of God. Sarsara takes step to have unity and integrity 

among various communities and races through socio-cultural and socio-economic reformation. Many events 

brought up for region by villagers of Sarsara not only guide people in mass for spirituality but also help them 

relaxing from long term burden of firming and other works. Going very deep to management of such activities 

and mass of people we bring out true essence for handling stress.  Controlling it we keep a balanced mind state.  

Sarsara has definitely importance for such a study and here few of the spiritual principles drawn from meaning 

of Sarsara are discussed. Before this we have to have a view about few causes of stress.  

A. Causes of stress in workplace 

A.1. Organizational workloads and conflicts: We get frequent reports from employees about more 

organizational workloads as demand of production grows. Having forceful over duty against ability and 

willpower brings stress. Due to noncooperation and diversified ideas and work culture conflicts rise among co-

employees. Conflicts give negative impact in mind state of employees and unpleasantness brings stress mentally 

and physically.  

A.2. Lack of skills and proper knowledge: While an employee or worker does not have proper skills and 

knowledge for a particular job or task assigned; he faces trouble and mental illness.  Through this he gets stress 

and pain.  

A.3. Collection of bad memories in mind: Very often we experience many obstacles or painful situations or 

anything bad told by others and we keep in minds which negatively spoil mental state. Hurting of others, 

jealousy, anger etc remain in mind and provoke for either agony or sorrow or for revenge or bad actions. Such 

bad memories unnecessarily increase stress.  

A.4. Negative tendencies and unethical life: Due to lack of knowledge of ethics and morality sometimes few 

employees capture them by negative tendencies like causing harm to co-employees, back pulling, criticizing etc. 

increase stress. Doing wrong actions and unrighteous practices leave long term dilemmas in mind that provoke 

stress.  

A.5. Bad habits and behaviours: Having bad habits like chewing or smoking tobacco, addictions of many bad 

products that spoil or deteriorate health also bring stress in daily life or in workplace. Bad habits break backbone 

of both mental and physical fitness.  

A.6. Violence, anger and greed like vices : Vices are root of mental degradation due to negative effects. Vices 

like greed, anger and violence increase personal and social tension and maximum stress is experienced in life. 

These values are definitely jewels in handling life affairs at home and office.  Having values we get strength to 

feel others properly and this skill matters a lot in taking decision.  

B. Control of stress through spirituality  

B.1. Daily self study and self realization: Self study is necessary for both scriptural learning of spiritual 

affaires and self realization through self awakening. Such realization stabilizes mind knowing the impacts of 
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illusion as temporary and material things are perishable. But self, the soul is imperishable. This practice helps to 

remain in attachment-free state.  

B.2. Facing obstacles with courage: Self realization improves courage and makes an individual fearless. One 

individual having spiritual awakening easily faces obstacles in life and remain in relax mind maintaining peace 

in own state.  

B.3. Daily practices of spiritual get-together: Having spiritual get-together of people and guiding them 

through spiritual knowledge and having spiritual interaction in mass daily or weekly improve human and 

spiritual values, cooperation, unity and integrity and stress is reduced automatically.  

B.4. Regular practice of meditation: Regular practice of meditation at early morning or at evening also 

improves stability of mind and improves health and such practice reduces stress. Meditation positively improves 

spiritual ability of employees and people.  

B.5. Practice of values in life: Cultivation of values of forgiveness, honesty and love eases out prolonged 

mental stress in life. Trust, peace, forgiveness etc. are natural and developing them in practice in life these solve 

many unsolved problems.  

B.6. Maintenance of purity and positive thoughts: Changing own mind is very much essential to resist stress. 

Trying to remove stress may not be possible completely but maintaining positive thoughts and purity in mind 

stress can easily be reduced. Stress although remains near does not able to touch or interfere daily activities in 

pure state of mind.    

V. Discussion 

All are beloved to God and he is super Surgeon and nothing should be hidden from him. Every action performed 

should be in righteous manner and morality and ethical values rectify mistakes of life. Increasing burdens and 

various factors with negative tendencies spoil mental state.  In workplace increase of stress is a major issue at 

present days. Studying spiritual knowledge is the basis of true income of values and virtues. The meaning of 

Sarsara reveals about truth of life and connection of life to super spirit and directs us to practice spirituality for 

having beautiful life. The activities of people of Sarsara show new path of revival of spirituality in stress 

reduction in the region. Spiritual meetings, mass celebrations of festivals, devotional dances, occasional 

oblations and many spiritual events rectify resolves and attitudes of people for happier living. At present stress 

is a faster growing issue and this is essential to reduce stress in day to day life. Heavy workloads and conflicts, 

lack of proper skills and knowledge, collection of bad memories in mind, negative tendencies and unethical 

practices, bad habits and bad behaviours, vices like violence, anger, greed and attachment to matters are few of 

the causes of daily stress. For controlling stress daily practices of meditation, self realization, self study, and self 

assessment are necessary. These improve courage for facing obstacles and make an individual fearless. Positive 

thoughts of mind, spiritual get-togethers and maintenance of purity in life also give benefits in stress control.  

VI. Conclusion 

This study indicates us to have deep practice of workplace spirituality and remain in original state of self. 

Spirituality improves inner potential that develops beauty of life. Through this we understand the daily causes of 

stress. Spirituality helps in checking attitudes and developing these in to positive aspects of life. Spirituality 

deeply improves values like love, tolerance, honesty, integrity, cooperation and nourishes humanity. Such a 

study is definitely beneficial for handling stress in workplace for managers or authorities, workers, employees 

and common people. Having less stress we feel life from inside as happy and healthy. A healthy mind plans 

better, organizes in smooth manner and takes proper decision at right time in right place. Having working life 

free from stress brings satisfaction among employees and increases productivity.  
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